Midori is a light weight block cipher recently presented by Banik et al in ASIACRYPT 2015. There are two versions of Midori with state sizes of 64-bit and 128-bit respectively. The round function is based on Substitution-Permutation Network(SPN). In this paper, we give impossible differential cryptanalysis of Midori64. We studied the non-linear layer of the cipher and give two useful properties. We also find the first 6-round impossible differential paths with two non-zero and equal input cells and one non-zero output cell, and then mount 10-round attack. This is the first impossible differential attack on Midori.
Introduction
In recent years, the trend of linking everything into internet has aroused a great attention on light weight block ciphers. Low resource devices such as RFID tags and sensor nodes with their restricted hardware area and demand of low latency, made light weight block cipher a popular discipline. It has to be fast, efficient, as well as secure. Several light weight block ciphers emerged these years such as HIGHT [1] , CLEFIA [2] , KATAN [3] , KLEIN [4] , LED [5] , PRESENT [6] , Piccolo [7] , and SIMON/SPECK [8] .
Midori [9] is presented by Banik et al in ASIACRYPT 2015 to be a most energy-efficient architecture. Energy consumption is a measure of the total work done by voltage source during the execution of an operation. The security of light weight block cipher is vital as it is the key to keep you safe from hackers.
Impossible differential attack is a powerful tool to analyze the security of a cipher, and has been successfully applied to many block ciphers such as AES [10, 11] , CLEFIA [12] . It was independently introduced by Knudsen, to analyze AES candidate DEAL [13] , and Biham et al.to attack Skipjack [14] and IDEA [15] . The aim of impossible differential cryptanalysis is to connect two differential paths with a contradiction, thus this differential will never occur. Any key that leads to such a differential is definitely a wrong key. When we eliminate all wrong key candidates, we are left with the right key.
This paper is organized as follows, in section 2, we give a brief description of Midori and some notations that will be used in this paper. In section 3 we first give some properties of Midori and impossible differential paths that we find, and then we describe our attack. Section 4 concludes the paper. 
A Brief Description of Midori
For Midori64, each cell ( ! ) is 4 bits, and for Midori128, the cell size m = 8 bits. Some parameters of Midori are shown in table 1. 
Key schedule.
For Midori64, the 128-bit master key is denoted as concatenation of two 64-bit keys ! and ! . The whitening key = ! ⨁ ! . Each round key
Round function specifications.
Each round consists of three parts, substitution layer, permutation layer and KeyAdd layer. The plaintext is loaded to the state S. Encryption begins with a whitening key XORed to the state. Permutation layer is omitted in the last round.
The substitution layer of Midori is a S-box layer. Each cell is substituted individually by its output of a S-box. For Midori64, the 4-bit S-box is given in hexadecimal form in table 2: The permutation layer is composed of ShuffleCell and MixColumn. ShuffleCell is a cell re-permutation of the state.
. MixColumn is to multiply the state by matrix M, where
KeyAdd is to XOR n-bit round key ! to the state S.
Some notations.
We use the following notations in this paper. , with any input differences, but we want the output differences to be the same and non-zero. We traverse all possible inputs and find 61400 such inputs. The total number of inputs are (2 ! ) ! = 2 !" . So the probability that S-box outputs three cells with the same non-zero difference is 2 !!.!" . If the input differences are non-zero, the total number of inputs are
! , so the probability that S-box outputs three cells with the same non-zero difference is 2 !!.!" . Property 2: Consider two cells of the state, for example, position (1,11), with any input differences, but we want the output differences to be the same and non-zero. We traverse all possible inputs and find 3840 such inputs. The total number of inputs are (2 ! ) ! = 2 !" . So the probability that S-box outputs two cells with the same non-zero difference is 2 !!.!" .
Impossible differential paths of Midori64.
We find in total 208 six-round impossible differential(ID) paths of Midori64 with the following form: two cells of the input of the ID path have non-zero and equal difference, others have zero difference. The output of the ID path have one non-zero cell. We use the path (0, a, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a, 0, 0, 0, 0) → (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, *, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) in our attack, the 6-round impossible differential is shown in figure 1 , where a blank cell denotes zero difference, a and * denote non-zero difference, and ? denotes an uncertain difference.
Procedures of the attack.
We add one round on top and three rounds at the bottom of the impossible differential path and mount attack on 10-round Midori64. Note there is no permutation layer in the last round. The states are shown in figure 2.
Data-collecting phase
Choose a structure of 2 !" plaintexts which have certain fixed values in 10 cells and the other six positions (0,3,5,9,12,15) take all possible values. We call this a structure. Each structure can form approximately 2
pairs. We take 2 ! structures so as to obtain 2 !!!" plaintexts and 2 !!!" pairs.
Encrypt by S-box layer, and choose only the pairs that have the same non-zero difference in position (0,5,15) and in position (3,9,12) respectively. By property 1, there remains approximately 2 !!!"!!.!"×! = 2 !!!".!" pairs. 
Key recovery phase
Encrypt the plaintext through ShuffleCell and MixColumn, guess ! [1, 11] and compute ! !" . Keep only the pairs such that ! !" [1] and ! !" [11] have the same difference. By property 2, there are 2 !!!".!"!!.!" = 2 !!!".!" pairs left. Encrypt the remaining pairs through 9 rounds and get !" . Keep only the pairs such that ∆ !" have zero difference in position (0, 7, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15). There left 2 !!!".!"!!" = 2 !!!.!" pairs.
Guess !" [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11] and compute ∆ ! . We want only the pairs that have the same difference in each column of the state. By property 1, the number of pairs that satisfy this condition is 2 !!!.!"!!.!"×! = 2 !!!".! . For every remaining pair, Guess ! [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10] 
⨁ ! ⨁ ! are already guessed) and compute ∆ ! . By property 1, the probability that the pairs have the same difference in the first column of the state is 2 !!.!" . Such a difference is impossible and every ! that propose such a difference is definitely a wrong key.
So if there exists a pair satisfying the condition, the guessed ! are definitely wrong keys. Unless the initial assumption on ! [1, 11] and !" [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11] is correct, it is expected that we can get rid of all wrong values of ! for each guessed 8-bit ! and 36-bit !" since the wrong value ( ! , ! , !" ) remains with a very small probability by choosing a proper n. Hence if there remains a value of ! after the filtering, we can assume the guessed key value above is the right key.
Complexity analysis.
In step 5, we analyze the 2 !!!".! pairs, the expected remaining number of remaining 72-bit wrong keys is = 2
In order to have ≪ 1, we set n = 38.4. Then the date complexity is 2 !".!!!" = 2 !".! chosen plaintexts. The time complexity of each step is shown in table 4. So the total time complexity is 2 !".!" 10-round encryption, memory complexity is 2 !".!" 64-bit blocks. Table 3 . Complexity of the attack on Midori64
Step Time complexity Memory complexity DCF
)/10 E ≈ 2 !".!" E 2×2 !!!".!" 64-bit block 
Conclusion
In this paper, we find 6-round impossible differential paths of Midori64, and then mount attack up to 10-round. This is the first impossible differential attack on Midori.
